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Abstract:
Bioinformatics is the application of computational tools to capture and interpret biological data. It has
wide applications in drug development, crop improvement, agricultural biotechnology and forensic DNA
analysis. There are various databases available to researchers in bioinformatics. These databases are customized
for a specific need and are ranged in size, scope, and purpose. The main drawbacks of bioinformatics databases
include redundant information, constant change, data spread over multiple databases, incomplete information,
several errors, and sometimes incorrect links. Also, standard database, naming conventions, and nomenclature
are not clearly defined for many aspects of biological information. Hence, these make information extraction
more difficult. In this paper, most widely used bioinformatics databases are presented. These databases are
notable for their level of redundancy and annotation, structure coverage and accessibility. They are GenBank,
Protein Information Resource (PIR), DNA Data Bank of Japan (DDBJ), European Molecular Biology
Laboratory (EMBL), Protein Data Bank (PDB), Universal Protein Resource (UniProt), Swiss-Prot, Structural
Classification of Protein (SCOP) and Class Architecture Topology Homology (CATH) databases. The key
features of the databases are demonstrated and detailed comparisons of the databases were made based on
primary and secondary form of databases, and their uniqueness were also highlighted. The databases are
foundation stones of bioinformatics and are useful for performing a rigorous benchmarking.
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1. Introduction:
Bioinformatics is a sub-discipline of computational biology that deals with application of information
technology to store, organize and analyze the vast amount of biological data which is available in the form of
structure and sequence of proteins and nucleic acids [1]. Bioinformatics being an interdisciplinary field, it
combines concepts and techniques from biological sciences, computer science, chemistry, physics, and
mathematics. In recent years, bioinformatics is developing rapidly due to an emphasison the efficient use of
databases to store, update, query, and retrieve biological data [2]. Bioinformatics database is a combined product
of biotechnology and information technology, and plays a vital role in accelerating modern life research science.
Due to perceived importance of bioinformatics databases, many countries including the United Kingdom,
United State of America, China, Japan and India have been extending a lot of effort to study and construct
bioinformatics databases, and private sectors do provide financial support to the governments. These efforts
have already made a great contribution to national and regional growth in science and technology. Although
several bioinformatics databases were reported from literature, many researchers are not aware of their
availability, and these databases were not effectively utilized [3].Recently, most of the databases suffer from
several problems unpredicted in early years when their sizes are much smaller. These problems range from lack
of standard for annotation, to a large degree of redundancy in databases, and between databases. Some databases
are regulated by users rather than by a central body, and sequences are not up to date [4].
This paper studied most frequently used bioinformatics databases. These databases have different
efficacies and play important roles in different fields of biology and bioinformatics. They are published based on
the following conditions; (i) publicly available, no restrictions, (ii) available, but with copyright, (iii) accessible,
but not downloadable, (iv) academic, but not freely available and (v) commercial. The main reason of this study,
is to combine the details of some prominent bioinformatics databases into one document. This is to make
researchers in the field understand and compare the general concept of many bioinformatics databases that exist
in the literature. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section 2 briefly describes several bioinformatics
databases. The key features of selected databases are presented in section 3, focusing mainly on regulating
bodies, search tools, file formats, as well as their recent exponential growth. Section 4 compares the
performance and uniqueness of the databases, and concluding remark is drawn in section 5.
2. Databases Used in Bioinformatics:
The recent progress in computer-based technologies has enabled bioinformaticists and biologists in
general to cope with the information age. Information from different sources presented in the form of biological
databases are generally maintained by various institutions. They vary widely in their mode of accessing, content
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and format [5]. Biological data are being placed in a database, and the need for data analysis has made
molecular biology databases vital tools for research. Thus, a particular database and the easiness to organize
data are needed to keep research efficient and to get optimal output.
Characteristics and contents of bioinformatics databases are classified into primary or secondary
databases. Primary databases hold primary sequence information, and contain three types of biological data:
amino acid sequence, Ribonucleic Acid (RNA) and Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA) information [6]. The
Primary databases contain extremely large amounts of data, which are updated very fast. They have a lot of
users, data management systems with high efficiency, and require big hard disk space. Whereas secondary
databases store the analysis of primary sequence information [6]. This classification contains less information
than the primary databases and their updating rates are slower [7]. Unlike secondary databases, some important
primary databases exchange data every day through the internet, in order to make the data comprehensive and
authoritative. Many primary databases contents’ make use of dominant or similar ways of data arrangement,
while an arrangement of secondary database has a more original design [7].
Previous efforts have been made to maintain accurate lists of available bioinformatics resources, but
most of them have not been sufficiently comprehensive due to the slow process of manual duration, or
specialized requirements for resource inclusion. For instance, the Database of Databases (DoD) [6] and BioMed
Central's Databases catalog (accessible at http://databases.biomedcentral.com/),were previously established but
are no longer accessible. DBcat [8] was incorporated into a regular special issue from Nucleic Acids Research
(NAR) journal [7], which listed databases that have been published at some point within that journal, and the
Bioinformatics links directory [9], which is an associated special issue of the same journal, but focuses on webservices. In addition, some previous work has been relatively limited in scope, focusing either on a specific
domain or journals such as phylogenetic software [10], Genome Biology and BMC Bioinformatics [11].
An automatic recognition and extraction of databases names’ in full text from literature, enables
repeatable discovery of trends in resource usage, allowing a comparison of the most used resources in each field
and to discover if other resources are poised to replace their competitors over time. The nine (9) important
bioinformatics databases from the literature are GenBank, PIR, EMBL, DDBJ, PDB, UniProt, Swiss-Prot,
CATH and SCOP [6]. The main file formats used for the databases are ASN.1, EMBL, Swiss-Prot, FASTA,
GenBank/GenPept, PHYLIP, and PIR. A short description of a few selected databases is described in the next
section.
3. Description of the Databases:
GenBank: GenBank is a comprehensive public database of nucleotide sequences and supporting bibliography
and biological annotation. Its content includes genomic DNA, high throughput raw sequence data, and sequence
polymorphisms [12].The database is maintained by National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) in
collaboration with European Molecular Biology Laboratory (EMBL), DNA Data Bank of Japan (DDBJ), and
European Bioinformatics Institute (EBI). Records in Genbank database can be updated only by the author or
third party, if the author has given them permission and notified NCBI. The growth of GenBank is at an
exponential rate, doubling every 18 months and its data are accessed and cited by millions of researcher’s across
the globe [13].As of 15th December 2015, the GenBank contains approximately 203,939,111,071 number of
bases from 189,232,925 reported sequences [14] as obtained from Figure 1. Each sequence submitted to
GenBank is assigned a unique GenBank identifier or GenBank accession number.

Figure 1: Growth of GenBank, 1971 to 2015 [14].
The Genbank database has four key functions. Firstly, the database frequently stores, updates
sequences and annotations. Secondly, it enables querying and comparisons between species by using structured
vocabularies. Thirdly, the database architecture allows integration of different biological datasets with the
sequences. Finally, it provides a user interface, which can be used for visualization, access, downloading and
searching of the data [15].
There are two ways to search for sequences in GenBank are:(i) using text-based keywords similar to a
PubMed search, and (ii) using molecular sequences to search by sequence similarity using a Blast. To search
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GenBank effectively using the text-based method requires an understanding of the GenBank sequence format.
The search output for sequence files is produced as flat files for easy reading. The resulting flat files contain
three sections; header, features, and sequence entry [13]. However, each record has a limit of 350k bytes.
Longer sequences are broken into segments downloadable from the file transfer protocol (FTP) site.
Downloadable versions of these sequence records are organized in several hundred files at the FTP site
[16].Most of the sequences are free to use but some have copyright. Information exists in a record can be used to
link with another record even from different database. The records can be retrieved by Accession number,
Author, Taxonomy, Gene, Keywords and can also be redundant [12]. Details about GenBank can be found
online at http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genbank.
Universal Protein Resource (UniProt): The Universal Protein Resource is a comprehensive resource for
protein sequence and annotation data. The mission of UniProt is to provide the research community with a highquality, comprehensive, and freely accessible resource of protein sequence and functional information via World
Wide Web (WWW) [17]. This database contains a huge amount of information about biological function of
proteins curated from the research literature [17]. The PIR, Swiss-Prot and TrEMBL protein databases are
merged to form the Universal Protein Resource (UniProt). The UniProt acts as a central resource of protein
sequences and functional annotations collaborating with three databases, each of which addresses a key need in
protein bioinformatics [18]. The components UniProt database is UniProt Knowledgebase (UniProtKB),
UniProt Reference Clusters (UniRef) and UniProt Archive (UniParc).
 The UniProt Knowledgebase (UniProtKB): provides the central database of protein sequences with
accurate, consistent, rich sequence and functional annotation. UniProtKB incorporates a range of data
from other resources as well [19].
 The UniProt Reference Clusters (UniRef) databases incorporate closely related sequences into a
single record for speedy searches and recovery of the data. It provides comprehensive and nonredundant data collections based on the UniportKB in order to obtain complete coverage of sequence
space at several resolutions [19].
 The UniProt Archive (UniParc) is also a comprehensive repository containing the history of all
protein sequences. The protein sequences are retrieved from predominant, publicly accessible protein
information resources. This database gathers all new and updated protein sequences. However, the
UniParc contains only protein sequences and database cross-references. All other information must be
retrieved from the source databases [19].
The UniProt databases can be accessed freely online via http://www.uniprot.org/ and downloaded in several
formats through ptf://ptf.uniport.org/pub. A Blast search can also be done to create alignments. The UniProt
database is used by thousands of scientists around the world every day and its website has been visited by over
400,000 visitors in 2014[20]. Figure 2 and Figure 3 depict the distribution of UniProt citations base on the year
and according to research areas.

Figure 2: Distribution of citations to UniProt publication by year [20]
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Figure 3: Distribution of number of UniProt publication, according to research areas [20]
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The main research areas covered by the publications include biochemistry and molecular biology (over 50%),
biotechnology, computational biology, computer science and genetics, among others. Note publications may be
classified in more than one research area.
Protein Data Bank (PDB): The Protein Data Bank is a primary database maintained by the Research
Collaboratory for Structural Bioinformatics (RCSB). It is an archive of three-dimensional structural data of large
biological macromolecules such as protein and nucleic acid or their complexes[21]. It allows the user to view
data both in plain text and through a molecular viewer using Jmol. Jmol is a free, open source molecule viewer
for students, educators, and researchers in chemistry and biochemistry. The main goal of the PDB is to make the
data as uniform as possible while improving data accessibility and providing advanced querying options [22].
PDB collects and integrates external data from KEGG Pathways [23], Gene Ontology (GO) [24], Enzyme NCBI
resources [25] and Enzyme Commission. Also, it allows data extraction at query run time, which means
implemented web services, can extract information as the query is executing. The PDB as a key resource for
structural biotechnologists, it stores data that are obtained by X-ray crystallography, Nuclear Magnetic
Resonance (NMR) and Electron microscopy. Scientists from other areas search the PDB to have anidea about
the structures of biological macromolecules. The PDB database is updated weekly [26]. As of27thDecember
2015, the breakdown of PDB components are presented in Table 1.
Table 1: Contents of PDB [26]
Protein/Nucleic
Experimental Method
Proteins
Nucleic Acids
Others
Total
Acid Complexes
X-ray crystallography
95636
1694
4817
4
102151
NMR
9840
1135
231
8
11214
Electron Microscopy
666
29
227
0
922
Hybrid
83
3
2
1
89
The table shows that, most of the data in PDB are determined by X-ray crystallography. More than
12% of structures are determined by protein NMR. Very few protein structures are determined by electron
microscopy. The rate of protein structure determination by method and year is given in Figure 4.

Figure 4: The protein structure determination rate by method and year [26]
The file format that is used by the PDB was called the pdb. It happened late innineties, the “macromolecular
Crystallographic Information File” format (mmCIF), were introduced. Then, the details of the file format are
presented in an XML version called Protein Databank Markup Language (PDBML). The structure files can be
downloaded from the pdb web server in any of a fore mentioned formats [27].For accuracy, PDB files are
checked in various aspects such as nomenclature, the chemistry of the polymer and ligands, or stereo-chemical
validation. More details about PDB can be accessed online at www.rcsb.org/pdb.
The Protein Information Resource (PIR): The Protein Information Resource is an integrated public
bioinformatics resource that supports proteomic and genomic research studies. It was established in 1984 by
National Biomedical Research Foundation (NBRF) as a resource to assist researchers and consumers to identify
and interpret protein sequence information. It has provided many analysis tools and protein databases to the
scientific community, including the PIR-International Protein Sequence Database (PSD) of functionally
annotated protein sequences. The PIR-PSD, was originally created as the atlas of Protein Sequence and
Structure, and edited by Margaret Day off. It contains protein sequences that were highly annotated with
functional, structural, bibliographic, and sequence data [28]. PIR also offers the PIRSF protein classification
system [29] that classifies proteins, based on full-length sequence similarities and their domain architectures, to
reflect their evolutionary relationships. Moreover, it supports a literature mining resource (iProLINK) in [30],
which provides multiple annotated literature datasets to facilitate text mining research in the areas of literaturebased database duration, named entity recognition, and protein ontology development. The PIR current version
contains four distinct sections, which differ in quality of the data and the level of annotation:
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 PIR1 - fully classified and annotated entries,
 PIR2 - preliminary entries, not thoroughly reviewed,
 PIR3 - unverified entries, not reviewed and
 PIR4 –entries in PIR4 are carefully reviewed, but are untranslated.
The new capabilities for searching PIR sequence databases include domain search, annotated-sorted search,
combined global search and interactive text search. The databases and search tools can be accessed at
http://pir.georgetown.edu/.
Swiss-Prot: Swiss-Prot was established in 1986and maintained collaboratively since 1987, by Swiss Institute of
Bioinformatics (SIB) and European Bioinformatics Institute (EBI). It is a protein sequence and knowledge
database and serves as a hub for bimolecular information archived in 66 databases [31]. It is well known for its
minimal level redundancy, high quality of annotation, post-translational modifications, use of standardized
nomenclature, domains structure, and certain level of integration with other databases. Its format is very similar
to that of the EMBL nucleotide sequence database [31]. Since Swiss-Prot is a protein sequence database, its
repository contains amino acid sequence, protein name and description, taxonomic data, and citation
information. If additional information is provided with the data, such as protein structures, and diseases
associated with the protein, then Swiss-Prot provides a table where these data can be stored. Swiss-Protalso
combines all information retrieved from publications reporting new sequence data, review articles, and
comments from enlisted external experts. In Swiss-Prot, data are stored in two classes; core data and
annotations. Core data are the protein sequences, where as annotation consists of the description of the
following items: (i) function(s) of the protein, (ii) post-translational modification(s), (iii) domains and sites, (iv)
disease(s) associated with deficiencies and (v) secondary structure[32].Swiss-Prot is weekly updated and it is
freely distributed as aflat file[33].As of6thJuly 2016, UniProt/Swiss-Prot contains 551705 sequence entries
comprising of 197114987 amino acid abstracted from 245756 references as depicted in Figure 5.

Figure5: Exponential growth of UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot [33]
European Molecular Biology Laboratory (EMBL): The EMBL is a DNA sequence database created in 1980
at the European Molecular Biology Laboratory (EMBL) in Heidelberg. It was maintained since 1994 by
European Bioinformatics Institute (EBI)- Cambridge [34]. The DNA and RNA sequences are directly submitted
to the EMBL nucleotide sequence database by individual researchers as well as by genome sequencing projects
and patent applications, and the database is produced and maintained collaborating with both GenBank and
DDBJ. The international collection of sequence data is exchanged between EMBL, GenBank, and DDBJ on a
daily basis and a knowledge of global sequence information can be retrieved from any of the three entries.
EMBL-EBI data resources are freely available and cover the entire range of biological sciences from raw DNA
sequences to curated proteins, chemicals, structures, systems, pathways, and ontologies [34]. Its growth is
exponential, on version 3.12.01contains 15,386,184,380 bases in 14,370,773 records (see Figure 6) [35]. EMBL
supports several retrieval tools such as;srsfor text-based retrieval, Blast and fasta for sequence based retrieval.
Details about EMBL can be found athttp://www.ebi.ac.uk/embl.html.

Figure 6: Installed storage at EMBL-EBI [35]
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DNA Data Bank of Japan (DDBJ): DNA Data Bank of Japan is a nucleotide database hosted in Japan and is
accepting DNA submission from mainly Japanese researchers. It was started in 1984 at the National Institute of
Genetics (NIG) in Mishima, and it is an annotated collection of all publicly available nucleotide and protein
sequences. The database is maintained inthe instituteby a team
of researchers lead by Takashi
Gojobori[36].Although DDBJ mainly receives its data from Japanese researchers, it can accept data from
contributors from any other country. The objective of DDBJ is to support and promote the sharing and use of
biological data as a public resource. They work in close collaboration with GenBank and EMBL,and the three
databases store almost identical data. DDBJ also provides various search and analysis tools through the
website;http://www.ddbj.nig.ac.jp/. Between July 2010 and June 2011, 18296211 entries and 13576228536 base
pair were released from INSD as core traditional nucleotide flat file. DDBJ contributed 12.7% of the entries and
10% of the base pairs added to the core nucleotide data of INSD during this period. Most of the nucleotide data
were submitted by Japanese researchers; the rest came from China, Korea, Taiwan and other countries [36]. The
major enhanced functions of DDBJ are:(i) DRA data import, (ii) New annotation workflows in the analytical
process, (iii) Deletion policy query and result data, (v) MD5 checksum for download files and (iv) Usage
statistics information.
Class Architecture Topology Homology (CATH): The CATH Protein Structure Classification method is a
semi-automatic, hierarchical classification of protein domains maintained by Institute of Structural and
Molecular Biology (ISMB). The database was first published in 1997 by Orengo et. al, [37]. The accompanying
website (http://www.cathdb.info/) provides an easy-to-use entry to the classification, allowing for both browsing
and downloading of data. The latest version of CATH (version 4.0) adds annotations for over 62000 new
structural CATH domains and over 100 new superfamilies. This increase was enabled by a number of
improvements to the automated assignments made in the CATH update workflow. CATH carries many broad
features with its principal rival, Structural Classification of Protein (SCOP). However, there are also many areas
in which the detailed classifications in the two databases differ greatly [38]. The name CATH is an acronym of
four main levels classified hierarchically; Class (C), Architecture (A), Topology (T), Homologous Super family
(H). The description of the four main levels of the CATH is given in Table 2.
Table 2: Levels and Description of CATH
Level
Description
Class is derived from secondary structure contents of proteins. It is assigned for
Class (C)
more than 90% of protein structures automatically.
Architecture describes the gross orientation of secondary structures, independent of
Architecture (A)
connectivity in proteins.
Topology (T)
A large-scale grouping of topologies which share particular structural features.
Homologous
Homologous super families of CATH cluster the proteins with highly similar
Super family (H)
structures & functions.
In CATH the Class level classification is done on the basis of the following 4 criteria: secondary structure
contents of proteins, secondary structure alternation score, secondary structure contacts of proteins, and
percentage of parallel strands in proteins [38].
Structural Classification of Protein (SCOP): The Structural Classification of Proteins (SCOP) database
provides a detailed and comprehensive description of the relationships of known protein structures. The whole
concept is based on similarities of the amino acid sequences and three-dimensional structures of the proteins.
The database was originally published in 1995 and it is usually updated at least once yearly by Alexei G. Murzin
[39]. The classification of proteins in SCOP is on hierarchical levels as shown in table 3;
Table 3: Classification of proteins in SCOP is on hierarchical levels
Level
Description
Class
It is the general structural architecture of the protein domains
It represents the similar arrangement of regular secondary structures but without evidence of
Fold
evolutionary relatedness.
It represents whether the protein structures have sufficient structural and functional
Super
similarities to each other to infer a divergent evolutionary relationship but not necessarily a
family
detectable sequence homology. Example, the variable and constant domains of
immunoglobulin’s
Family
Proteins belonging to the same family share some sequence similarity.
This classification of proteins in SCOP is more significantly based on the human expertise. It is generally
acknowledged that SCOP gives a better justified classification. The human expertise decides whether some
proteins are evolutionarily related and therefore should be placed in the same super family, or their similarity is
only a result of structural constraints present in the proteins to classify them to the same fold [39]. The SCOP
version 1.75C classifies 167,547 domains, 59,514 PDB entries, 7 class, 1961 Super family, 4493families, as of
October 2013. The SCOP database can be accessed at http://scop.mrc-lmb.cam.ac.uk/scop/.
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4. Comparison of the Databases:
The outstanding bioinformatics databases described in section 3 are categorized into primary and
secondary databases. In this section, a general comparison is made between the primary and secondary
databases. Then, the performance of selected databases iscompared according to above categorization.
Moreover, the uniqueness of the databases was also highlighted. Finally, the main features of the
aforementioned data sets are summarized in one representation. The chief differences between the databases
highlighted in this study are;(i) Most primary databases are financially supported by the governments and
society funding bodies, while some secondary databases are financially supported by enterprises and
individuals, besides the government and society funding bodies. (ii) In order to make the data comprehensive
and authoritative, some important primary databases will exchange data every day through Internet, while
secondary databases cannot exchange data in most cases. (iii) The amount of data in primary databases is huge
and updated quickly, whereas the data in secondary databases are based on a primary database and often require
software for exploitation. The updated rate of the secondary database’s data is far slower than that of the
primary database. (iv) Many primary databases contents make use of prevalent or similar ways to the
arrangement of data, while the arrangement of secondary database content has a more original design. (v)
Experimental results are submitted directly to the database by researchers, and the data are essentially archival
in nature. In contrast, secondary databases consist of data derived from the analysis of primary data such as
sequences and secondary structures.
Primary Databases: Experimental results are submitted directly to the database by researchers, and the data are
essentially archival in nature. From the study, GenBank, DDBJ, PDB, SWISS-PROT, PIR, EMBL, and UniProt
are exampes of primary databases. Other primary databases that were not explained or mentioned in this study
include Medline, IMEx, Ensembl, Genome Server, Genome-MOT, Mutations, and IMGT. They are not as
challenging as the corresponding primary databases considered in this study.
Secondary Databases: In contrast, secondary databases consist of data derived from the analysis of primary
data such as sequences, secondary structures. Examples include SCOP, CATH, and UniProt. Other examples are
PROSITE, BLOCKS, PRINTS, OMIM, RefSeq, Pfam, Taxon, MIPS, InterPro, TrEMBL, NRL-3D, GOA and
GenPept. After studying details of the databases, it can be concluded thatmost of the databases have a webinterface to search for data. The Common mode to search is by Keywords, or Cross-references that help to
navigate from one database to another easily. Retrieval systems help to extract rich information from multiple
databases. The most widely used biological data bank resource on the World Wide Web is the genomic
information stored in the National Institutes of Health’s GenBank, U.S.A, the European Bioinformatics
Institutes’ EMBL, and Japan’s National Institute of Genetics DNA Databank of Japan [13, 31, 36]. The three
databases, under the direction of the International Nucleotide Sequence Database Collaboration (INSDC),
gather, maintain, and share mainly nucleotide data, each catering to the needs of the region in which it is
located.
Protein Data Bank has some better representation such as very large macromolecules and X-ray
structures refined with multiple models. The most difficult problem for the PDB is that, the files are not uniform
hence, contain numerous inconsistencies and errors. There are inconsistent residue numbering and missing
values for experimental parameters [27]. The PIR is the only sequence database that provides context crossreferences between its own database entries. These cross-references assist search in exploring relationships such
as subunit associations in molecular complexes, enzyme-substrate interactions, as well as in browsing entries
with shared features and annotations. A recent effort to combine SWISS-PROT, TrEMBL and PIR led to the
creation of the UniProt database, which has larger coverage than any one of the three databases, while at the
same time maintaining the original SWISS-PROT feature of low redundancy, cross-references, and a high
quality of annotation. Swiss-Prot has poor sequence coverage, highly structured, excellent annotation. The
SWISS-PROT database has some legal restrictions: the entries are copyrighted, but freely accessible to
academic researchers. Commercial companies must buy a license fee from SIB. The uniqueness about SCOP is
that it embeds a theory of evolution as defined by experts, rather than the necessarily more limited set of rules
implemented by a series of algorithms and automatic tools. The structural classifications of proteins are
generally obtained from SCOP and CATH. The main features of the aforementioned databases are summarized
in Table 4.
Table 4: An overview of the selected databases for bioinformatics
Names
GENBANK
EMBL
UNIPROT
PDB
PIR
SWISS-PORT
DDBJ
CATH
SCOP

Search Tools
Blast
SRS, Blast, Fasta
Fasta, Blast
Fasta
Fasta, Blast
Blast
Blast, Fasta
Fasta
Fasta, Blast

File Formats
ASN.1, XML
Flat-File
Flat-File
PDB, XML
PIR
SWISS
Flat-File
Fasta

Regulating Body
NCBI
EMBL, EBI, SRS
EBI, SIB
RCSB
NBRF
SIB
NIG
ISMB
LMB,CPE

Year
1982
1980
2003
1971
1984
1986
1984
1997
1994

Country
USA
UK
UK, Switzerland
USA
USA
Switzerland
Japan
UK
UK

Category
Primary
Primary
Primary/Secondary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Secondary
Secondary
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The table gives a clear and thorough description of the databases in one representation. The parameters include;
the database name, search tools, file formats, regulating bodies, year of creation with countries and the
categorization into primary or secondary database, in that order. It can be observed that the most common tools
used for search are Blast and Fasta. Also, most of the databases originated from UK and USA.
5. Conclusion:
We presented key features of the selected bioinformatics databases such as the regulating bodies, year
of creation with countries, availability, file format, recent advances and their uniqueness. Then, the performance
of the databases was compared based on the primary and secondary database. The scope of this paper is limited
to some notable bioinformatics databases, other databases were taken into consideration for the sake of
comparison. One thing that worth mentioning here is, there are certainly other very important and useful
biological databases which store information about proteins. But the databases that have been discussed here are
the most important ones and used by the majority of biologists and biotechnologists. This review may serve as a
good starting material for researchers interested to use and process the biological information. It will also give
them room to debate on some questions like; (i) which types of databases are good for annotation? (ii) How are
the databases accessible? and (iii) does primary databases better than secondary databases in term of redundancy
and errors. There are a lot of bioinformatics databases containing a lot of valuable information, and the best
databases do not contain everything. Finally, there is no doubt that bioinformatics databases for efficient
research have a significant impact in biological sciences and betterment of human lives.
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